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STANDARD RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
(OF THE "FIRST KIND"):
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linear response function

perturbation
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\ quadratic response function

Standard FDT (linear):

Xl
S(kco)

Quadratic FDT:

~ <P(DP(2) p(3)>(0) k2 co2)

three point dynamical
structure factor

(G. Kalman and X.Y. Gu, 1987., K.S. Golden, G.
Kalman and M. Silevitch, 1972)
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RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
OF THE "SECOND KIND":

linear response function

perturbation

\
quadratic response function

FDT of the "second kind": (X.Y. Gu, G. Kalman, Z.C.
Tao, 1992):

H1 ~ <p(l)p(2)p(3)>(0)

<p(l)p(2)p(3)p(4)> (0)

N.B.: Xi Xi

(G. Kalman and X.Y. Gu, 1987., K.S. Golden, G.
Kalman and M. Silevitch, 1972)
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DYNAMICAL MEAN FIELD THEORY

A DMFT can be based on the quadratic response and the
quadratic Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem. Again, a self-
consistent non-perturbative Mean Field Theory is obtained
for e(kco).

8 =

F(12) - Velocity averaged <F(12)>

Approximation
ofF(12)

T
Quadratic

Fluctuation
Theorem

Approximation

(K.S. Golden and G. Kalman, 1989)

The DMFT provides a dynamical e(kco), satisfies the High
Frequency Sum Rules and gives a much better description
of collective modes.
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Quasi Localized Charge Approximation

For strong coupling the particles are localized on a "short"

time scale in local potential fluctuations.

Correlations determine the average position of the particles.

Their motion can be described in terms of the almost

canonical collective cooridinates

and JtR

A: species index

A —

1/2
rk-x A

A A

a is the displacement and Ki a is the associated
momentum.
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Main Equations:

Equation of Motion for the collective coordinate

where C;j(k) is the dynamical matrix in layer-space;

ij{k) = n/m<p}j{k)k2

The correlational effects are represented through the D-functions:

where (pjj(k) and gij(k) ai"e the Fourier transforms of the interaction potential and
the pair correlation function respectively. The latter are supplied by HNC.

The dispersion relations reads

where SL = 0 <-> L modes and Sx = °o <-> T modes


